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Abstract

Reading, Writing, Roaming:
The student abroad in Arab women’s literature

Katie Marie Logan, M.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Tarek El-Ariss
“Reading, Writing, Roaming: The student abroad in Arab women’s literature” details
new developments in a sub-genre of Arabic travel literature, the study abroad narrative.
An increasing number of female writers, and particularly female writers born after the
colonial period, study in Europe and write about their experiences in memoirs or
fictionalized accounts. Their intervention in the genre offers alternative modes of cultural
interaction to the binaries of power detailed in earlier narratives. They suggest a move
away from earlier texts such as Tayeb Salih’s Season of Migration to the North, where the
binary between colonizer and colonized is inverted rather than demolished. The
protagonists of Fadia Faqir’s My Name is Salma and Somaya Ramadan’s Leaves of
Narcisuss deconstruct this binary by creating specific spaces of multiplicity and
heterogeneity. These spaces can be physical, as is the cottage in which Salma rents a
room, or they can be literary, like the traditions of British and Arabic literature that
v

Ramadan’s novel brings together. The women in these narratives embark on not just
travel but education, developing tools of reading and writing to help them re-construct a
literary and political history. The traditions and places produced by feminine narratives
alter the framework of canons and spaces defined by national terms, creating what Jahan
Ramazani calls transnational “alliances of style and sensibility.” Using Kristeva’s work
on women’s and monumental time, I argue that women participate in specific modes of
time and space, modes defined by dynamic, cyclical changes, that allow them to create
these kinds of projects. Through shared living spaces and hybridized literary traditions,
Faqir and Ramadan re-write the study abroad narrative to include for a greater possibility
of experiences and interactions. They appropriate a structure originally available only to
privileged young men and apply it to women, even to an impoverished refugee in
Salma’s case. These novels encourage readers to move beyond the colonial and even the
postcolonial discourse by developing new vocabularies for discussing traditions, cultures
and the value of education.
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“To stay wins you no honor nor from exile saves;
Set out to roam the world and leave your home.
When water stands, it stagnant turns and stinks
But tastes so sweet when it does flow and run.”
The Thousand and One Nights

This verse is recited in the Thousand and One Nights by Nur al-Din upon the
beginning of his voyage into the desert and emphasizes a long tradition of Arabic travel
literature.1 These travels begin and are recorded for many reasons; the characters in the
Nights travel primarily for economic and business-related purposes, and Scheherazade
tells their stories to pacify her murderous royal husband. On the other hand, the accounts
of early explorers like the 14th century Moroccan explorer Ibn Battuta relay journeys to
far-away lands. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however, a specific sub-genre
of Arabic travel literature emerged—the study abroad narrative.
These narratives relay the experiences of Arab young people leaving home to
learn to read and write, to practice medicine or to memorize the Koran. Through their
education, they both develop their own skills and participate in some of the oldest and
most established institutions in the world. Connected with Al-Azhar, the Islamic
university in Cairo, or the great universities of Europe, these narratives are necessarily
enmeshed in complicated colonial and later postcolonial discourses of other-ness,
language politics, and issues of gender and sexuality. Critics like Taha Hussein and
Adūnīs, to name just a few, participated in and wrote about these educational processes.
These critical conversations about education abroad contributed radically to the period of
decolonization. In the North African context, for example, Franz Fanon used his time
1

Translation by Husain Haddawy, from the Muhsin Mahdi edition of the tales.
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abroad to develop and circulate ideas about double consciousness and the colonial subject
that had a direct bearing on Algeria’s battle for independence and other anti-colonial
movements.
With the advent of the 21st century and a generation of scholars graduating from
post-postcolonial institutions (if such a term can be used), the study abroad narrative in
Arabic literature is still alive and well, although two major changes have developed. The
first is the predominance of female voices in the genre, voices coming from Egypt, the
Levant, the Sudan. Secondly, as these women were born and grew up in the Arab world
in the postcolonial era, their relationships to the locations where they or their characters
study are no longer solely defined by colonial dynamics. Recent novels about travel and
study abroad written by women champion female characters whose participation in
diasporic or exilic movements lead them to establish spaces for their lives and studies in
England and Ireland. Two prominent examples are Fadia Faqir’s 2007 English-language
novel My Name is Salma and Somaya Ramadan’s Awrāq al-Narjīs (Leaves of Narcissus,
2001). Unlike the male student in older novels, such as Tayeb Salih’s Mawsim al-Hijra
ilā ash-Shamāl (Season of Migration to the North, 1966), who views his time in Europe as
an opportunity for anti-colonial protest through his own conquests, the characters in these
more recent novels create heterogeneous spaces that allow a multiplicity of perspectives
to co-exist. As these characters move away from the binary logic of colonizers and
colonized, they inhabit homes and rooms that represent complex identity affiliations.
Their interactions with both other people and texts from a variety of time periods and
places during their travels reflect similarly multivalent associations. They inherit and
2

transform a colonial legacy rather than attempting to defeat this past through violence.
Nor are their studies a means of indoctrination or a tool that will challenge European
power. These characters enjoy the literature they study and relate it to their own lives; in
the process, they challenge the notion of a canon as belonging to a specific culture or
community. As a result, these characters and their authors offer critics a new lens from
which to discuss issues of national belonging, movement between those nations and
cross-cultural literary traditions and intertextuality.
The importance of such a development is emphasized by Moroccan sociologist
Fatema Mernissi. Traveling Europe to promote her first book, a memoir entitled Dreams
of Trespass: Tales of a Harem Girlhood (1994), Mernissi is surprised by male
journalists’ reactions to her story. Having grown up witnessing the harem as prison-like
place with frustrated women, she cannot comprehend the European preoccupation with
the harem as a place where willing women cater to men’s fantasies. Rather than rejecting
their imaginings outright, Mernissi decides to explore where these beliefs have come
from, to ask questions and listen to the answers rather than lecturing. Her decision
nominally turns the table on her interviewers—she asks questions, while they answer—
but her emphasis on listening and researching avoids creating an alternative hierarchy of
power. The project, which turned into a second book entitled Scheherazade Goes West
(2001), considers the necessity and difficulties of cross-cultural travel and engagement.
Mernissi re-defines Scheherazade; the heroine of the Thousand and One Nights becomes
a traveling subject. Scheherazade’s travels westward until this point have trapped her in
3

Orientalist discourses in ballets, paintings and stories as a sexualized seductive woman,
but Mernissi reminds her readers that Scheherazade’s power lies in her intellect, her
storytelling talent, and her ability to gauge and direct her volatile husband’s reaction to
those stories. Through night after night of tales, Scheherazade molds her husband into a
better ruler and a better partner. Similarly, the characters in recent Arab women’s novels
travel not just to be asked questions by Europe but to ask the questions themselves.
Unlike Mernissi, who travels for a book promotion, these characters participate in
specific educational institutions during their time abroad, a narrative trope that
emphasizes the need for study and inquiry during travel and that forces the protagonists
to confront and contest knowledge as a bounded institution or element. They, like
Scheherazade, become travelers capable of telling their own stories on their own terms; in
doing so, they change the discourse around them not by refuting it but by reconstructing
it.
After using Tayeb Salih’s Season of Migration to the North to articulate one
model of a study abroad narrative concerned with issues of masculinity and colonialism, I
will suggest new developments in study abroad literature through two feminist and postpostcolonial adaptations of the sub-genre. The first, Fadia Faqir’s 2007 novel My Name
is Salma (re-titled The Cry of the Dove for its publication in the United States), follows a
Jordanian Bedouin woman who rejects the colonial model as a way of understanding her
life in diaspora in the United Kingdom in favor of a more complicated, diverse system of
relationships, inheritances, and educational experiences. Faqir herself is an immigrant,
having left her native Jordan in 1984 to study at Lancaster University. She now teaches at
4

Durham University and publishes her novels, including Nisanit (1988) and Pillars of Salt
(1996) entirely in English. Salma begins the novel a Bedouin shepherdess in a Jordanian
village. After having pre-marital sex and getting pregnant, Salma is first placed in prison
for her own protection, as her brother has vowed to kill her and restore the family’s
honor.2 Prison authorities separate her from her daughter immediately after she gives
birth and they send the infant to an orphanage; Salma is then taken to England to keep her
away from her brother.3 While she begins life there as a penniless seamstress, the novel
follows her determination to learn English and to study at university.
The second novel, Leaves of Narcissus (Awrāq al-Narjīs, 2001) comes from
Egyptian Somaya Ramadan, who teaches at the National Academy of Arts in Cairo. The
novel, her first, won her the 2001 Naguib Mahfouz Medal for Literature. The award is
administered by the American University in Cairo Press and provides an Arab writer each
year with a monetary prize and the means to translate his or her award-winning novel into
English. This prize underscores the Press’s emphasis on cross-cultural literary awareness,

Given the multiple appearances of prison cells and insane asylums in Faqir’s novels, much of the critical
work on her work focuses on these kinds of spaces. For more, see Fadia Suyoufie and Lamia Hammad’s
“The ‘Unhomely’ in Fadia Faqir,” or “From Confinement to Creativity: Women’s Reconfiguration of the
Prison and Mental Asylum is Salwa Bakr’s The Golden Chariot and Fadia Faqir’s Pillars of Salt,” by
Nadine Sinno. These texts follow Barbara Harlow’s argument that the prison in women’s literature
becomes a space wherein these women develop “new secular forms of organization” (507).
3
In many ways, Salma is a political figure, a way for Faqir to raise awareness about the perpetuation of
honor killings in Jordan. This section of the novel typically garners the most attention. The front cover of
the British edition proclaims the novel a tale of “Forbidden love, violated honor and exile,” while the
Financial Times review featured on the back cover says the book “vividly expresses the horror of lives
oppressed by archaic patriarchal honor codes.” These marketing strategies hope to attract readers intrigued
by the “archaic,” and, though not stated directly, the exotic. While Faqir is critiqued by some for what they
view as sensationalist tactics, Diya M. Abdo reads this marketing through the concept of “double agency.”
Abdo argues that Faqir’s writing in English for a Western audience while keeping certain Arabic
expressions in her text is “a strategy that enables the text to subversively, yet almost invisibly, critique both
cultures” (239).
2
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a goal reiterated by Marilyn Booth in the introduction to her translation of Leaves of
Narcissus. Booth notes the appropriateness of Ramadan’s inclusion, given her own
translation practices and the novel’s intertextual perspective(vii).4 When Booth claims
that Ramadan embraces intertextuality, she means that the protagonist Kimi is steeped in
multiple traditions of literary and cultural history. Family, friends and teachers expose a
very young Kimi to Arabic, English, French and Greek traditions and stories. As likely to
quote the Irish Samuel Beckett as she is Egyptian poet Salah Jahin or Greek mythology,
Kimi positions herself as the ultimate multi-lingual, multi-disciplinary, multi-cultural
subject. She succeeds where Salma does not; by speaking not just English but the
language of the academy, Kimi takes her place at Trinity College with ease. Borders
between people and texts become permeable through Kimi’s intense psychological
identification with various figures in her life. Ramadan’s novel explores the dangers of
these hyper-fluid affiliations.
Of course, the borders challenged and redefined by Ramadan and Faqir’s novels
have been carefully constructed by forces on either side of each border, nations embroiled
in long, problematic relationships. Dissolving these methods of separation and
categorization is a delicate project, made even more so by the groundbreaking work of
Edward Said, whose Orientalism (1978) brings to the forefront the way in which
academic and literary knowledge provide ways of telling narratives and assuming power
over an imagined, homogeneous “East.” While his argument is a valuable and necessary
one, recent scholarship like Jahan Ramazani’s A Transnational Poetics (2009) have
4

All further quotations from the novel will be taken from this English translation.
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suggested ways of moving beyond what has been a definitive discourse in this field for
the past thirty years. In his work, Ramazani champions a more productive reading of
cross-cultural interaction:
Edward Said’s early paradigm for transhemispheric studies is sometimes
deployed in ways that ironically limit the boundary-traversing power of poetry
and harden rather than complicate identitarian boundaries. Criticism that reduces
high modernist and later cross-regional ‘appropriations’ to orientalist theft or
primitivist exoticism may risk circumscribing instead of opening up possibilities
for global and transnational analysis. (11)
If we open up the vocabulary at our disposal for discussing tropes, forms and texts that
cross national boundaries, we begin to see each author and poet as a transnational subject,
the product of numerous influences and perspectives. Ramazani’s project presents a
challenge to pedagogy and scholarship that would define literary production—and
literary canons—in national terms. He argues, however, that considering the transnational
and re-working these definitions of canon help us to better understand the relationships
among people and texts of different places:
While literature, as Benedict Anderson shows, helps fashion ‘imagined
community,’ or ethnos, the boundaries of national and regional community are
also confounded by poets, novelists, playwrights and readers as they forge
alliances of style and sensibility across vast distances of geography, history and
culture. (24)
Ramazani claims that artists have equal ability to foster and disrupt national boundaries,
depending on how we read them and their “alliances of style and sensibility.” Because
Ramazani’s work focuses on heterogeneous communities with multiple identity
affiliations, analysis can move away from the unified, fictional categories like “East” and
“West” that Said cautions against creating. It is not that literature has reached a place of
7

global, unified tradition; political and problematic relationships still exist among the texts
in question. These relationships are difficult, however, precisely because they wish to
move beyond languages of appropriation or influence. This model envisions a different
role for academic institutions than the cautionary perspective outlined by Said; academic
projects that embrace transnationalism can open up discourses rather than creating
discourses of power and hierarchy.
The texts treated in this paper are certainly extreme examples of the “alliances of
style and sensibility” Ramazani describes; classified as Arab novels or Arab novels in
diaspora, they actually represent a broader awareness of literary tradition. In this way,
education, the process of learning to read and engage with a variety of texts, becomes an
important tool for the formation of these “alliances.” The protagonists of My Name is
Salma and Leaves of Narcissus do not merely travel to England and Ireland and have a
look around; their immediate experiences there are supplemented by projects of reading
and study that equip them with specific methods for depicting cultural differences and
relationships.
Both as women and as scholars of literature rather than of history, math, or
religion, Salma and Kimi propose an alternative way of engaging with cultural legacies, a
method supplemented by Julia Kristeva’s “Women’s Time.” Kristeva argues that women
are uniquely suited to this kind of cross-cultural writing project because they are aligned
with “monumental time.” Unlike the linear time of historical narrative, political nations,
and, in Kristeva’s gender-based formation, men, monumental time is cyclical in nature.
Kristeva associates this time with the rhythms of nature and of the body; events like the
8

seasons come and go in the same pattern each year. Also included in this category is
mythology, a means of telling stories that Arabic critic Adūnīs terms a “constant present”
(95). Kristeva develops this notion of time to characterize a new wave of post-1968
European feminists. Unlike their predecessors who fought for suffrage or inclusion in
political and thus historical time, these women have rejected inclusion in favor of their
own projects, spaces, and time. These projects generally involve affiliations that cross
national and political boundaries. Through monumental time, Kristeva suggests, women
have the ability to interact with one another diagonally, subverting the linear boundaries
that would establish concrete identities. With Kimi and Salma’s educations, for example,
Kristeva might suggest that these women study literature instead of the linear subject
matter of history. In doing so, they participate in a tradition-building, myth-making
process of their own that accommodates monumental time.
Though Kristeva writes from a Euro-centric perspective, and a formulation that
sees women unified across boundaries raises critical questions about a “universal”
feminism,5 the essay retains its usefulness in this context. While Kristeva does not
presume to speak or write all women, she does suggest that this new feminist movement
can be associated with a breaking down of previously accepted cultural and national
distinctions.6 The essay emerges from an interest in new forms of transnational
movement and interaction. She is primarily interested in the ways in which an individual
One critiqued by writers like Chandra Mohanty in “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and
Colonial Discourses,” and re-calibrated by Spivak as “strategic essentialism,” a still problematic practice
but one that recognizes the usefulness in assuming a specific group identity to achieve goals more
effectively.
6
“It is certainly not by chance that the European and trans-European problematic has been posited as such
at the same time as this new phase of feminism” (20).
5
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comes to understand herself as a psychological participant in a specific gender and how
she comes to articulate what Kristeva calls both the “singularity and . . . multiplicities” of
herself (33). This brand of writing, not the écriture féminine which Kristeva critiques,7
comes closest to describing the kind of writing projects Faqir and Ramadan have
undertaken. These projects seek to understand how women stake out and develop literary
and physical spaces for themselves, particularly in new communities, and how they
articulate these spaces in their new literary voices.
Kristeva’s essay purposefully counterbalances the emphasis placed on women and
space in favor of a reading of feminist time. At the same time, however, a tradition of
literary scholarship argues that literature is too frequently read through the lens of time
and history and that space ought to be considered more carefully. These scholars include
Edward Casey and Yi-Fu Tuan, to name just a few. Whether scholars of space embrace a
more imaginative approach to the creation of place or the belief that place is produced by
social and political interactions, what unifies them is the insistence that place is not
passive, static, or pre-existing. Rather, it is the product of the people who inhabit it.8
Despite the separation between space and time apparent in these works, I understand the
projects Kristeva and spatial theorists outline as operating in tandem with one another;
both are invested in different modes of engagement with the processes that define our

“Women’s writing has lately attracted the maximum attention of both ‘specialists’ and the media. The
pitfalls encountered along the way, however, are not to be minimised . . . Thanks to the feminist label, does
one not sell numerous works whose naive whining or market-place romanticism would otherwise have
been rejected as anachronistic?” (32)
8
I am indebted to Dr. Karen Grumberg for this argument, thanks to a semester in her course on “Space and
Place in Literature.” The dominant threads of scholarship on space and place are beautifully detailed and
synthesized in her book, Place and Ideology in Contemporary Hebrew Literature (2011).
7
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lives. Bridging this gap between time and space, as Casey suggests, allows for a reading
of Kristeva that applies her feminist project to interactions with both elements.
After detailing Salma’s development as a reading and writing subject who
produces her own space by refusing the linear logic of national boundaries and canons, I
will turn to Somaya Ramadan’s Leaves of Narcissus to consider the implications of
Kristeva’s multiplicity of the subject. Read alongside one other, these two novels follow
the trajectory of Kristeva’s work on feminist engagement and the establishment of
monumental time while offering alternatives to a more dichotomous style of travel
narrative. By creating a heterogeneous literary tradition that contains both Arab and
European literature, and through an increasing awareness of the impossibility of a single
British identity, Faqir and Ramadan situate their characters within a world open to
different registers of voices, histories, and texts. They suggest that it is possible to move
beyond languages of colonialism or even postcolonialism to describe the experiences of
an Arab student in Europe.
The 20th century masterpiece: Salih and the colonial study abroad narrative
From Shaykh Rifa’a al-Tahtawi, whose travels in Paris during the 1820’s
contributed to educational reforms in Egypt to Suhayl Idris, who studied at the Sorbonne
more than a century later before returning to Beirut to found literary magazine al-Adab, a
long list of 19th and 20th century Arab writers, scholars, and reformers spent time
studying in Europe. Many of these students, including Tahtawi, recorded their
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experiences abroad in memoirs and other texts.9 One text in particular, however, stands
out as a fictional representative of this wealthy genre.
In 2001, the Arab Literary Academy in Damascus named Tayeb Salih’s Season of
Migration to the North “the most important Arabic novel of the 20th Century” (Mitchell).
First published in Arabic in 1966, the novel straddles the colonial and postcolonial
periods of Sudan’s history. While the Sudan gained its independence in 1956 and Salih is
considered a postcolonial critic, the characters in the novel travel abroad during the
earlier, colonial, inter-war period and later serve in the development of the Sudan’s
bureaucracy. Salih relays the studies and travels of two characters through two different
methods. The first character, our nameless narrator, comes from the younger Sudanese
generation. Readers meet him at the moment of his return to the Sudan after seven years
in England, and he later becomes a member of the Sudanese Department of Education.
Interestingly, readers witness not his time abroad but the after-effects of this time.
Performing the proper study abroad narrative, one structured by the early promise of a
child, the opportunity he receives to travel, and his ultimate return home to relay what he
has learned to the community, the narrator regales his village with tales of Englishmen
not all that different from them, although he refrains from giving them too many complex
details. This narrator has a strong sense of his own importance within the community and
thinks of himself as more intellectually advanced than his peers, unique.

See the third section of Taha Hussein’s famous autobiography Al-Ayyam (The Days), entitled A Passage
to France, or Edward Said’s memoir, Out of Place, which details his studies at Princeton.
9
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This uniqueness disappears with the realization that in his absence, a stranger has
come to the community. After spending time with the mysterious Mustafa, the narrator
hears him recite British poetry and realizes that he, too, has studied abroad. It is
Mustafa’s tale of travel that occupies the majority of the novel. Unlike the narrator, who
paints a sanitized portrait of the similarities between the English and the Sudanese—both
love, both feel pain—Mustafa views his time abroad as a time of virtual warfare. By
entering English territory and sleeping with English women, he designates himself a
“colonizer,” reversing the roles between the two societies (94). This conquest through
sexuality is made possible by the close relationship Mustafa draws between land and the
female body. During his first travels, to Cairo, Mustafa compares the city to Europe and
to the body of the British woman who mentors him there. He personifies the city as “arms
embracing me, its perfume and the odour of its body filling my nostrils” (25). In
Mustafa’s description, the city becomes a physicalized entity complete with corporeal
form. When he continues traveling to London, the women he selects similarly represent
their country in some way.
Both the female body and the country are vulnerable to penetration, and Mustafa
capitalizes on this vulnerability, emphasizing that both forms of penetration emphasize a
similar relationship to power and violence. Salih, who like his characters studied in the
United Kingdom, saw his novel revealing the violent nature of colonial occupation: “I
have redefined the so-called east-west relationship as essentially one of conflict, while it
had previously been treated in romantic terms” (qtd. in Mitchell). In fact, Mustafa
embraces this conflict through manipulating these romantic images. He suggests that
13

women desire him because his background evokes something exotic and foreign that the
women are eager to experience. While the women maintain a romantic perception of
British colonies as a place of difference, adventure and excitement, their relationships
with Mustafa expose them to a different definition of the colonial other. The line dividing
sex from violence vanishes; as Mustafa continues his sexual liaisons, the women around
him begin to commit suicide, and he ultimately murders the British woman he marries by
slowly stabbing her with a knife their first time in bed. Through these actions, Mustafa’s
threat as a sexual partner and as a national other is condensed.
Salih’s novel raises complex questions about the nature of colonialism and the
effect of this situation on those inhabiting both sides of the conflict. The novel challenges
perceptions of a homogenized, created “East” a full decade before Edward Said’s
Orientalism. In scholarship, the novel becomes a foundational text for critics thinking
about the representation of domestic and foreign spaces. Critics point to Salih’s potent
critique of colonialism by inverting that order. They also praise the novel’s development
of multiple time and narrative frames that suggest the difficulties of knowing and
communicating with another person.10 Despite these accomplishments, however, Season
of Migration to the North is unable to break the binary opposition of colonialism, instead
inverting its properties. In order to succeed in his travels, Mustafa flips the distinctions
separating him and the British population. Whereas on the global stage, Britain is the

See Mike Velez’s “On Borderline Between Shores: Space and Place in Season of Migration to the
North,” or Joseph E. Lowry’s “Histories and Polyphonies: Deep Structurs in al-Tayyib Salih’s Mawsim alhijra ila al-shamal”
10
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colonizer and he has been colonized, Mustafa’s personal narrative relies on his conquests
and his dominance of British women, British poetry, British customs.
The novel does not necessarily condone Mustafa’s tactics. He is tried before a
British court and sent back to the Sudan, where he attempts to forget his study abroad
experiences until he meets the narrator, whose narration contains Mustafa’s tale. He then
drowns—whether by accident or suicide the reader can’t be sure—soon after sharing his
story. Mustafa’s presence is marginalized and then erased in the postcolonial Sudan;
inhabitants of this new country cite his name as the first Sudanese to study abroad, but
few other than the narrator even know of his death. As a colonizer himself, Mustafa is
unable to exist in a postcolonial world. In this way, an undercurrent of anxiety about
Mustafa runs through the novel, although no alternative to his method of cross-cultural
navigation presents itself. Though the narrator studies abroad, readers never receive an
account of his time in England. As a result, the novel concludes with a less-than-positive
picture of the role of study and traveling abroad; in an independent Sudan, the narrator
suggests, it is the farmer and not the former student of colonial power who shapes the
country (99).
Salih wrote in a moment of extreme Arab nationalism; projects of revolution and
nationalization, most notably the nationalization of the Suez Canal in Egypt, defined the
1950’s and reverberated into the 60’s. By leaving his remaining characters at this moment
of nation-building, Salih is without a model for imagining what a future of study abroad
and transnational exchange might look like. Four decades after his seminal work, Faqir
and Ramadan’s novels propose a new, feminist model for this exchange. They take part
15

in the prestige tradition of travel literature updated by Salih and bring it out of a
postcolonial context. Though the binary separating East and West, former colonized and
colonizer, remains a tempting one in this new literature, their narratives resist that
dichotomy.
Monumental Space in My Name is Salma
In the 2003 novel My Name is Salma, Faqir assigns the study abroad narrative to a
female protagonist. This new protagonist complicates and ultimately breaks the binaries
between colonizer and colonized, insider and outsider that remain intact through Season
of Migration to the North. Mernissi suggests that this disruption is possible because of
Muslim women’s complex relationship to ideals of equality and belonging. This
relationship places women in a position parallel to that of the foreigner:
Islam, both as a legal and a cultural system, is imbued with the idea that the
feminine is an uncontrollable power—and therefore the unknowable ‘other’ . . .
The fear of the feminine represents the threat from within; the debate about
globalization, the threat from without; a both discussions will necessarily be
focused on women. Femininity is the emotional locus of all kinds of disruptive
forces, in both the real world and in fantasy. (21-24)
For Mernissi, the Muslim woman claims power by her ability to elicit anxiety from those
“within” the system; from the first moments of My Name is Salma, the protagonist fits
this role. Salma provokes anxiety in her village because her femininity and sexuality. Her
transgression threatens the patrilineal strength of the village, and the revenge her brother
seeks leads her to a life of asylum, travel, and interactions with the global.
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As Salma leaves the village and begins to travel, she interacts with and helps to
develop the kind of pluralism that Mernissi describes as woman’s greatest threat.11 Fadia
Faqir suggests that some of the most pressing and tension-filled cultural exchanges, and
as a result, those exchanges with the greatest potential for plurality and multiplicity,
occur in the most localized and personal of places. In doing so, she references a growing
body of critical work that analyzes the production of space. Salma begins the novel as a
refugee; in the journeys that follow, she begins to study literature and to write, becoming
a subject capable of telling her own story and of resisting the pull of a narrative still split
along colonial power lines. As a member of a new generation in Kristeva’s sense of the
word, which identifies “less a chronology than a signifying space, a both corporeal and
desiring mental space,” Salma develops a new relationship to space and movement (33).
She seeks “signifying space[s]” that will allow her to synthesize her past and present, her
experiences at home and abroad, and her life with those of the people, particularly the
other women, she meets. The section below explores how that space is developed and
how it challenges dominant narratives about cultural interaction.
Though still a study abroad narrative, My Name is Salma departs from Season of
Migration to the North by distorting the traditional structure of the study abroad. Salma is
not a privileged, well-educated individual sent to a prestigious university by her family;
instead, she is former shepherdess who supports herself with two low-paying jobs. She
travels in exile and enters England as a political refugee trying to escape the brother that
“All the passionate if not hysterical debates about women’s rights taking place today in Muslim
parliaments from Indonesia to Dakar are in actuality debates about pluralism. These debates relentlessly
focus on women because women represent the stranger within the Umma, the Muslim community” (21).
11
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would kill her for having pre-marital sex. Her journey points to several modes of
international travel that have become the subject of study for scholars seeking to
understand an increasingly global world in less homogenized ways. These conversations,
whether concerned with diaspora, transnationalism or cosmopolitanism, refuse to
prioritize the telos of travel over travel itself. No longer a vehicle for reaching a locale of
meaning, movement becomes a source of meaning in its own right. As James Clifford
argues, “roots always precede routes. But would happen, I began to ask, if travel were
untethered . . . Practices of displacement might emerge as constitutive of cultural
meanings rather than as their simple transfer or extension” (3). Without diminishing the
importance of a subject’s initial identification with a place, nation or family, Clifford
claims that we can understand cultural development through the multiplicity of sites and
individuals that come into contact with one another through travel. Similarly, as Jana
Evans Braziel and Anita Mannur note in their introduction to Theorizing Diaspora: A
Reader, travel and movement correspond with a certain fluidity in historical time, fluidity
that does not reject history but re-writes and re-constructs it: “This diasporic movement
marks not a postmodern turn from history, but a nomadic turn in which the very
parameters of specific historical moments are embodied and—as diaspora itself
suggests—are scattered and regrouped into new points of becoming” (3). These claims
echoes Kristeva’s call to re-think the way people, particularly women, from different
locations engage with one another, and her insistence that these engagements happen
outside the frame of linear, historical time.
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The mercurial nature of movement and an individual’s place in the world
corresponds to an increasing emphasis on fractured and constantly changing identities, a
concept elegantly articulated by Stuart Hall: “We should think, instead, of identity as a
‘production’, which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within,
not outside, representation. This view problematises [sic] the very authority and
authenticity to which the term ‘cultural identity’ lays claim” (233). Hall conceives of
identity in this way to encourage a different experience of diaspora; instead of attempting
to uncover or excavate the “true” nature of a diasporic group hidden underneath layers of
movement, scholars must come to terms with the ways in which diaspora transforms the
group. As a dynamic rather than a static concept, identity formation shares characteristics
with travel. Neither rests or finds finitude; Salma, for example, thinks of herself as
essentially not belonging, even when she finds a place to stay in Exeter. She describes
herself as “a rootless wind-blown desert weed,” one that easily disappears without notice
(35). Salma contrasts her weed-like status with the appeal (and, simultaneously, the
dangers) of becoming “an English rose,” an expression she uses at various points in the
novel to depict ideal English-ness. Roses have deep roots and return year after year; they
are carefully cultivated and exhibited, unlike the “desert weed” that no one much wants.
Whether thinking of Salma in exile, a refugee, or as the product of a new brand of
study abroad narrative, it is of the utmost importance that we think more critically about
the kinds of words we use to describe and categorize movement. Braziel and Mannur
trace the word “diaspora,” for example, from its original use in describing the exile and
travels of the Jewish people:
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[Diaspora] is often used as a catch-all phrase to speak of and for all movements,
however privileged, and for all dislocations, even symbolic ones . . . We caution,
therefore, against the uncritical, unreflexive application of the term ‘diaspora’ to
any and all contexts of global displacement and movement; some forms of travel
are tourism, and every attempt to mark movements as necessarily
disenfranchising become imperialist gestures. (3)
As Faqir is frequently cited as a representative of Arab women in diaspora, and in
particular Arab women writing in English, the reminder to approach the term critically is
significant. Arab Voices in Diaspora: Critical Perspectives on Anglophone Arab
Literature solidifies this community, using the language of diaspora to represent the
experiences of these authors living outside the Arab world: “What characterizes
anglophone Arab discourse in Britain in the past thirty years or so is that it is mostly
female, feminist, diasporic in awareness, and political in character” (Al Maleh 13). This
formulation encourages readers to question how literature becomes designated as
“diasporic in awareness,” particularly when the introduction to the collection reminds us
later that most of these writers arrived in the United Kingdom as students and temporary
residents, not as exiles or refugees. Here, diasporic awareness seems to suggest that these
writers maintain an awareness of multiple places at once, simultaneously acknowledging
their pasts in the Arab world while writing through their new lived experiences in Britain.
Diaspora characterizes not the kind of movement, but the kind of double if not triple
consciousness each writer represents. The vocabulary used must distinguish the kind of
movement from the kind of experience in a new place; an individual can demonstrate
ambivalence or feelings of separation from her country of origin no matter her reasons for
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leaving, but these sensibilities should not become the reason for including exiles,
refugees, students and tourists in one particular mode of travel and travel narrative.
While Salma herself is representative of more than one category, her progress
from refugee to student must be charted with an acknowledgement that her experiences in
one category complicate her time in the other. Refugee Salma and Student Salma do not
co-exist peacefully, but they do co-exist. These developments and layers contrast once
again the Anglo-Arab “diasporic” narrative, which suggests a kind of excavation project
only available to Arab women when they leave their homes and go abroad: “Distance
from country of origin granted them breathing-space to reclaim their own narratives”
(14). The language of reclamation, of finding one’s voice so often ascribed to Arab
women writers returns to the kind of identity formation discouraged by Stuart Hall.
Instead of seeking for a concrete identity that has been lying dormant at the core of the
self, the traveling subject creates narratives informed and transformed by his or her
travels. My Name is Salma is a not a project of archaeology or digging, but rather a study
in architecture, of building, developing, creating.
Salma’s experience as a traveling subject does not conclude when she reaches
England; instead, the fluid constructions of time, place and self she develops en route
extend into her living spaces. This extension establishes a bridge between critical
literature on movement and travel and a body of theory that claims that spaces represent
gendered, politicized or cultural divides that are not inherent to their existence but
become associated with it. This process is articulated by beautifully theorist Gaston
Bachelard: “Space that has been seized upon by the imagination cannot remain
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indifferent space . . . [the inhabitant] experiences the house in its reality and in its
virtuality, by means of thoughts and dreams” (xxxvi, 5). Bachelard argues that
imagination and memory produce the characteristics of a space we come to inhabit; for
him, our spaces become an immense part of who we are. In their emphasis on the spaces
lived in by their protagonists, both Faqir and Ramadan embrace this kind of identity
formation. To find a space, whether it is physical or figurative, is to find a vessel for the
imagination, a place where creation and voice can develop.
The production of domestic or interior spaces in Arab women’s literature
continues a long tradition of thinking about gendered space, because Arab women have
been so frequently associated with a very specific type of domestic space—the harem.
Scholarship has increasingly developed new studies about the word “harem” to oppose
the orientalized perspective of roomfuls of concubines waiting to serve one man; instead,
Marilyn Booth argues that the harem can refer to many kinds of spaces and experiences.
In her Harem Histories, she cites the work of spatial theorists like Lefebvre and Yi-Fu
Tuan and feminist geographers like Doreen Massey to suggest that space is not “passive
or neutral or natural in its familiar contours, but rather . . . humanly formed and . . . a
powerful shaper of human identities” (7). The organization of space through gender, she
continues, is not only an “Eastern” construction. Booth’s consideration of the harem leads
to comparative spatial analyses that consider gender issues in Europe. Booth refers to the
famous story about Egyptian Leila Ahmed, another writer of female travel narratives.
Upon matriculating at Cambridge, Ahmed described Girton College as “‘the harem
perfected,’ with the positive associations of camaraderie in a female community that the
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term carried for her” (7-8). Booth suggests that more scholarship on the harem primarily
proves that gender-constructed space is a universal issue, one not packaged as neatly as
Western writers and tourists have tried to package the harem but present nonetheless.12
Ultimately, all space carries complex codes of gender, political and religious
dynamics that must be outlined in order to understand how a character lives in that space.
Homi Bhabha suggests in The Location of Culture that this process is best understood by
returning to Freud’s definition of the uncanny:
[Henry] James introduces us to the ‘unhomeliness’ inherent in that rite of extraterritorial and cross-cultural initiation. The recesses of the domestic space become
sites for history’s most intricate invasions. In that displacement, the borders
between home and world become confused; and, uncannily, the private and the
public become part of each other, forcing upon us a vision that is divided as it is
disorienting. (13)
Bhabha suggests that the most unhomely (unheimlich) space is precisely that which is the
most “homely.” As Freud claims, the distinction between the two terms is not merely
oppositional; instead, one exists within or because of the other. The familiarity, the
comfort of the domestic space also makes it the space in which discomforting, uneasy
exchanges can happen. I argue, too, that the domestic space is where the most intense
political and cultural interactions take place for Salma. Her successes in these domestic
spaces, then, come to be much more significant. While it might seem initially that the
rented room is a place to rest from long travels, Bhabha encourages us to consider the
room an extension of that travel, movement and identity transformation. While the room
offers its inhabitant a space in which to live and write, this space is far from static. In
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For a more detailed account of life inside a harem, see Fatema Mernissi’s Dreams of Trespass.
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fact, as Karen Grumberg argues, our interaction with place can become a source of power
and change, helping us to move away from binary logics:
Such a concept of vernacular empowers people not through the abstract and
impersonal accumulation or conquest of territory but rather through their
experience of and in place and space. People’s relationship to place is not only
subject to standard social and economic formulas. It is also defined by their
interactions with and within the place, dealings that reconfigure hierarchies of
identity and, ultimately, the foundation of the ideology dependent on them, such
as nationalism or colonialism. (249)
In these critical texts, place assumes a role of immense importance in breaking down old
relationships in favor of new methods of interacting. For Salma, the old relationships are
rooted in colonial logic. Her engagement with her home allows her to redefine this
history.
The remnants of a colonial past become most evident in Salma’s domestic sphere,
given her relationship to her landlady, Liz. In the present time of the novel, Salma rents a
room at Swan Cottage, a home dominated by Liz. This living arrangement is
confrontational, as Salma’s daily interactions with Liz bring to the forefront the two
women’s immense cultural, political and religious differences. Liz’s initial introduction
suggests that a certain hierarchy remains in place even after the end of colonization, and
she sits at the top of that hierarchy. Even her name makes possible this characterization,
as Salma emphasizes in the character’s first introduction: “Liz, Elizabeth, Queen
Elizabeth I, Her Highness, my landlady was still asleep” (10). The repetition of the name
and its distortion conflates past with present and the power inside the house with powers
that govern the country. In this domestic space, Liz might as well be Queen Elizabeth I;
she reigns over the house with an iron and frequently arbitrary fist.
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At the novel’s beginning, Liz is the ultimate “English rose.” She constantly
emphasizes her pure and aristocratic English blood, disapproving of Salma’s Pakistani
and Welsh friends and forcing Salma to emulate her own accent. Though Liz claims and
performs this particular brand of national purity, the figurative does not extend to her
daily life. Salma speaks with frustration about the filth of Swan Cottage, which she
especially wants to keep clean because of her practices as a Muslim. Salma frames this
disagreement about cleanliness in cultural terms. Rather than a personal preference for
tidy spaces, her need to clean comes from specific religious necessities, necessities that
Liz does not share.
An even more problematic deviation from cleanliness or purity arises as Salma
learns more about Liz’s past. Liz grew up in colonial India, an experience that allowed
her to participate in a dominant political structure. While reading Liz’s old journals,
however, Salma discovers that her landlady fell in love with an Indian man named Hita
and that their affair ended when her father shot and killed Hita’s father, a would-be
revolutionary. Although married to and widowed by an upstanding British man, Liz
returns to her memories of this Indian lover as she becomes increasingly dependent on
alcohol and confused about her whereabouts. While sober Liz paints herself the image of
British homogeneity and dominance, her past reveals that she, like Salma, exists outside
the community into which she was born. Her position corresponds to the relationships
Mernissi articulates between feminism, globalism and discourses of nationality.
Liz’s complex history and her alcohol-induced returns to the past not only
challenge Salma, they attempt to re-write her identity. The more she drinks, the more Liz
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mistakes Salma for one of the maids who waited on her in India. In one such moment,
Liz dresses herself in her old riding habit and crop with which she accidentally hits
Salma. The accident occurs at a moment when Salma is working on a paper for her tutor.
Liz’s return to a colonial order physically and painfully interrupts Salma’s efforts to
participate in education and demands that Salma perform a different, subservient, identity
to appease Liz’s confusion. She briefly considers playing along for convenience’s sake
but realizes she has to refuse. Salma suggests here that the easy path would be to accept a
role that allows Liz to maintain the concept of order with which she grew up, namely a
binary between master and servant, English and other, but that the easy path is also a
treacherous one. Liz expects Salma to engage in the linear narrative she mistakenly
believes she controls. As Kristeva argues, however, linear time impedes self-expression,
particularly for women.
Salma’s refusal to participate in Liz’s colonial memories marks the novel’s break
from a dichotomous relationship between the two women, the dissolution of Liz’s power,
and the beginnings of Salma’s role as a writing subject. This development does not
require Salma to defeat Liz in any way; Salma does not take Liz to a hospital or use the
situation to manipulate Liz. Instead, she returns to her room, acknowledging that these
two women with two very different concepts of past and present can produce the kind of
place that can contain them both. As Liz floats more and more between her past in India
and her present in England, Salma begins finding other ways of relating to her, of taking
care of her. By returning to Kristeva, it’s possible that by moving into this monumental
concept of time and breaking down the linear progress with which she is more familiar,
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Liz enters a cycle through which she and Salma can relate to one another. Despite their
many differences, both women have committed sexual transgressions, and the similarity
of these experiences begins to unite them.
Any binary between England and the Middle East dissolves still further thanks to
the many characters in the novel who live different kinds of British life. No longer, as is
the case with Mustafa in Season of Migration to the North, can an ideal form of Britishness be represented. Instead, Salma comes into contact with people like the Welsh Gwen
or Minister Mahony. The minister provides Salma with English lessons every day and
treats her as a daughter, giving her a little money to begin her own life and offering her a
place to return if need be. Salma calls the minister “my saviour” and considers him the
perfect gentlemen, frequently contrasting him with the men she meets in bars (38).
Ironically, Salma’s perfect Englishman is an Irish Quaker; like her, his claim to an
English identity is a complicated one. Salma learns the most about English culture from
her Pakistani friend, Parvin. It is Parvin who gets Salma her first job, who teaches her the
lyrics to “Like a Virgin” and explains to her the subtleties of flirting with British men. As
an outsider herself, Parvin catalogues and articulates the kinds of knowledge that would
be unconscious practices for native inhabitants. Even Salma’s eventual husband, John, is
from the northern part of the country; in Exeter, his background makes him an outsider to
be teased. This variety of characters and backgrounds extends Mernissi’s argument
further; it is not just women who exist outside the national, but those whose backgrounds
encourage pluralism and difference. Through these characters, Britain becomes a place
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divided amongst itself, destroying the notion of a powerful country with a unified identity
and giving Salma the opportunity to create a place for herself within this sphere.
This place and the methods by which Salma develops her place become clearer
after Liz’s death. In the absence of a close family member, Salma becomes the inheritor
of Liz’s colonial journals and, most significantly, her whole house and bedroom. The first
space that Salma actually owns in her life (or rather co-owns with her new husband) is
not completely free of Liz’s legacy. While Salma claims that her first night in the room
that now rightfully belongs to her “still felt like trespassing,” she ultimately “slept
soundly as if Elizabeth’s bed, which she inherited from her grandfather, who inherited it
from his grandmother, was a thick handmade mattress, stuffed with sheep wool combed
with a Bedouin card” (301-2). The outsider who has broken with all her family ties to
emigrate here uses the language of inheritance, language that simultaneously evokes legal
and familial claims. Though Salma situates herself at the end of Liz’s long ancestral line,
she also brings her own history to bear on this inheritance when she assigns the bed
Bedouin attributes. In this way, her new living space allows her to be both British and
Bedouin, inheritor of two traditions.
Salma’s success in achieving a domestic space for herself that embraces her
multiple histories calls to mind the other British patrician haunting Salma—Virginia
Woolf. A Room of One’s Own is both the writing assignment Salma undertakes for
university during the novel and her practical goal upon her arrival in England. In the
essay, Woolf famously notes that women require certain material comforts, namely 500
pounds a year and a solitary room in order to produce literature of the quality created by
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men: “A lock on the door means the power to think for oneself,” she writes (106). Like
Faqir, Woolf shatters any notion that women are born entitled to domestic spaces, though
the domestic sphere is associated closely with them. What women need and too often
lack is a domestic space that belongs wholly and completely to them. Both writers also
suggest that the claiming of a room carries cultural and political benefits that enable the
inhabitant not just to occupy a space but to speak and create in that space any way she
chooses.
Without financial security and a solitary space, however, a female writer faces
severe disadvantages; she is bereft of an extensive canon of successful women writers
and excluded from the benefits of higher education. Woolf describes the experience as an
exhausting psychological trauma: “If one is a woman one is often surprised by a sudden
splitting off of consciousness, say in walking down Whitehall, when from being the
natural inheritor of that civilisation [sic], she becomes, on the contrary, outside of it, alien
and critical” (97). Woolf, concerned as Faqir is with inheritance, points to the metonymic
institutions like Whitehall above and Oxbridge elsewhere in the text that reduce women
to strangers in their own land. While Salma’s primary struggles involve her living
situation, she, too, comes into conflict with these institutions.
Salma’s initial observations of university life in Exeter echo Woolf’s words in her
focus on her outsider nature: “What was it like to be a student? What did they teach them
here in England?” (41). From the outside, Salma questions the details of university life,
although without anyone to answer them, the questions become rhetorical. She also
assumes, as Woolf does in both A Room of One’s Own and The Three Guineas, that a
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British education entitles the recipient to an even larger claim on a British identity. She
chooses to learn not just English, but the literature associated with the culture, hoping that
an awareness of Shakespeare will help her to become more English. Salma believes that
literature and a formal education are significant rites of passage in her new life.
Education amounts to knowing British things, a way for Salma to cement her citizenship.
As Salma fills out her university applications, her intent is to participate in the linear
progression of the nation, a desire Kristeva likens to a first generation of feminists intent
upon women’s suffrage and equality in the workplace.
Despite the citizenship that allows her to attend school, Salma still feels excluded
from the institution’s practices by her difficulties with the language everyone else speaks
fluently and her ignorance of books everyone else seems to know. Here, Woolf’s
usefulness transforms into something more sinister. Though she is nominally an outsider
like Salma, Woolf’s exclusion from these educational institutions masks a certain level of
cultural awareness developed through a lifetime of living comfortably in England. Woolf
does not choose a random pre-modern woman on which to center A Room of One’s Own;
she creates a sister for Shakespeare. If she does not succeed in inserting this character
into the canon, she at least places her in conversation with the epitome of British literary
success, a conversation Salma has difficulty accessing. When Salma’s university tutor
assigns her an essay on “Shakespeare’s sister,” Salma mistakenly believes she must
research an historical figure. As she looks for information on the woman, a librarian steps
in to correct her error and to introduce Salma to Woolf: “I had never heard of her in my
whole immigrant life” (207). Not knowing Woolf’s name immediately causes Salma to
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cite her immigrant status; she presumes that native English citizens like the librarian have
an immediate connection to this material.
As Salma peruses the essay, however, she discovers connections between her
situation and the women Woolf describes:
I began reading about having a room of one’s own and enough money to be able
to work. My mother had nothing of her own, her brother took her share of the
farm; when her husband died Shahla was thrown out of her house so she came to
live with us; all I had was a daughter of my own, who cried and cried for me.
(210)
A Room of One’s Own encourages Salma to think critically about ownership and the
women in her life; she traces a diagonal genealogy of dispossession from the women in
Woolf’s essay to her grandmother Shahla to the daughter she left behind, a daughter
without even a mother to call her own. Unlike the bed and house Salma inherits from Liz,
the inheritance of her biological family is non-ownership, no space. As she pens her essay
on Shakespeare’s sister, then, Salma uses the opportunity to claim space for herself, albeit
a space away from that family: “The conclusion [of the essay] was about my own
experience as an alien in their country. They, and I, think I don’t live here, but I do, just
like all the women who were ignored in these tales” (221). Despite her uneasiness about
belonging in England, Salma claims a living space for herself there. She does so not
through participation in linear narratives like political activism, but through a reading of
literature that allows her to connect disparate experiences and people from both of her
homes. At this moment, Salma becomes a subject in monumental time.
The achievements of this moment are short-lived; immediately after finishing the
essay, Salma complains, “Comparing my essay to the book it sounded like a gossip
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column in The Sunday Sport. That was it. I cannot write like them.” (221). She refers
broadly to a ‘them’ of whom Woolf is most representative; Salma critiques herself
because her writing doesn’t sound or behave like Woolf’s does. In Faqir’s novel, then,
intertextuality as exemplified by Salma’s relationship to A Room of One’s Own boasts a
dual nature. The other text becomes a way for Salma to measure both her successes and
her failures, to understand the world and to be excluded from it. Woolf is neither a
benevolent influence nor a cruel opponent; instead, specter-like, she inhabits the pages of
the novel, forcing Salma to deal with her legacy as the character also balances
inheritances from Liz and her family.
Just as Liz is neither antagonist nor confidante at the end of the novel, Woolf is a
force that neither dominates Salma nor completely aligns itself with her. Salma does not
believe she has mastered A Room of One’s Own, but it is not necessary for her to master
or dominate the text. Instead, she does write about it in a way that claims a piece of the
text for her own life and the lives of her family. In both the intertextual reference and the
housemate storyline, Faqir develops tense but productive affiliations for Salma. These
affiliations cement her status as a new kind of study abroad heroine; unlike Season of
Migration to the North’s Mustafa, she produces a space for herself abroad that is neither
defined by conquest nor subservience.
Multiplicity and Leaves of Narcissus
My Name is Salma illustrates the potential for engagement that takes place across
cultural lines without becoming binary or hierarchical in nature; in doing so, the novel
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subscribes to alternative notions of time, travel and education exemplified by Kristeva’s
definition of what she calls “women’s time.” Kristeva notes that the generation of women
fully participating in this time place more emphasis on female-specific modes of
production—namely, childbirth and women’s writing—than their predecessors did. When
she reconfigures Freud’s Oedipal complex, she rejects the inverted Electra complex in
favor of a formulation that acknowledges the intense bond, one that verges on selfidentification, between daughter and mother. The only way to temper this bond is through
another process of reproduction. While some women choose to have children of their
own, others might decide to write and produce narratives to similar effect. Kristeva does
not condone the commercial genre of écriture féminine, but she does believe that writing
produced by women can boast specific goals, namely “to channel this demand for
difference into each and every element of the female whole, and, finally, to bring out the
singularity of each woman, and beyond this, her multiplicities, her plural languages” (33).
In Leaves of Narcissus, Ramadan introduces readers to a protagonist that takes
this writing of multiplicities to the extreme. While My Name is Salma depicts the
difficulties of transnational movement and exile, the borders Kimi encounters are more
psychological in nature. As a much more successful writer than Salma, Kimi begins the
novel ready to write her existence, to compose her story of travel and interaction. Her
openness and willingness to embrace multiple homes and traditions, however, reveal the
potential dangers accompanying her situation and suggest flaws in this new model of
study and travel. As Kimi reaches a high level of intertextual associations, her own sense
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of self begins to crumble. The character’s struggle with schizophrenia reflects a toocultivated ability to integrate the experiences of others.
While Salma gradually discovers writers like Shakespeare and Virginia Woolf
during her sojourn in England, Kimi expresses familiarity with canonical Englishlanguage texts even before her matriculation at Trinity College in Dublin. In addition, she
is quick to quote from Greek mythology or the Arab poetic tradition. Through this
polyphony of source material, Kimi establishes a new view of tradition that combines her
multiple knowledges. Her education is essentially a mode of canon formation.
Like “diaspora,” “tradition” is a term with a long history employed to mean
different things. Perhaps the most well-known definition of tradition comes from poet
and critic T.S. Eliot, whom Kimi reads alongside other favorites like Joyce. For Eliot,
tradition, though historically minded and affected by the past, is constantly changing. In
his 1919 essay “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” Eliot refutes the notion that
tradition is a static, complete category of knowledge simply passed down to those of a
similar cultural or national background:
If the only form of tradition, of handing down, consisted in following the ways of
the immediate generation before us in a blind or timid adherence to its successes,
‘tradition’ should positively be discouraged . . . Tradition is a matter of much
wider significance. It cannot be inherited, and if you want it you must obtain it by
great labour. It involves in the first place, the historical sense, which . . . compels
a man to write not merely with his own generation in his bones, but with a feeling
that the whole of the literature of Europe from Homer and within it the whole of
the literature of his own country has a simultaneous existence and composes a
simultaneous order. (956)
Eliot subscribes to what Braziel and Mannur would call a “nomadic” perspective of time.
He argues that as a contemporary writer engages writers of the past, time becomes
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something other than linear; while the past acts on the present, the present can also act on
the past. A new writer is what Eliot terms a catalyst of change; his or her interactions
with older texts forces us to read them from a new perspective. By this definition,
education is then a means of developing the all-important “historical sense.” To write
about this moment of education, as Ramadan does with Kimi, is to claim the right to
access specific traditions and texts.
Eliot also raises questions about cultural inheritance or the lack thereof, returning
to the language used by Faqir to describe Salma’s integration into her British community.
Tradition, Eliot claims, is not an inheritance but the product of work and study, nor is it
necessarily confined to one particular community. Although he references the literature
of one’s “own country,” he seems adamant that Homer or even Wagner and Baudelaire
are a part of his tradition. Ramazani has suggested, for example, that readers and students
of Eliot’s poetry do him more justice if they read him as a transnational subject, the
product of multiple places including but not limited to his homes in the United States and
the United Kingdom. Through his own language, Eliot advocates a view of tradition that
extends beyond England and that allows for the kind of project Kimi undertakes as a
student abroad.
Kimi embraces her historical sense. She calls literature “a place where one can
make a world for oneself” (10). Kimi’s decision to study literature and not mathematics
or religion marks another threat to codified modes of education, particularly in the Arab
context. Citing the famous female storyteller Scheherazade, Mernissi notes the tension in
Muslim culture between the sacred truth of the Koran and imaginative fiction, initially
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relegated to street performers and fairytales. Just as Scheherazade brings these stories
into a political context, Kimi also prefers to use fiction as the means for interacting with
and moving through the world.
By world-making, Kimi constitutes herself through her awareness of a larger
order of stories, whether these stories come from folklore or high modernism. While
Salma critiques herself for spending more time with gossip magazines than with
important literature, Kimi embraces multiple modes of narrative. In Egypt, her childhood
nurse and family servant Amna introduces her to this kind of mythological thinking.
Amna tells Kimi the tale of the King of the Atlas Mountains, a king needing an
improbable remedy for his debilitating disease, over and over. As he leaves in search for
a cure, he asks each of his three daughters what they would like from his travels. The first
two daughters ask for expensive gifts, but the third asks only for his health and in doing
so, ensures his survival.13 Like Adūnīs, who finds in myth “a constant present,” or
Kristeva, who calls for a return to mythical time, Kimi does not associate linear
temporality with the story (95). Instead, she uses the language of the tale to speak with
her own father, and she fears her house’s drainpipes because in the story, the King climbs
into homes through the pipes. Through this mythological thinking, the King is always
still alive and never relegated completely to the past. Kimi acknowledges a magical

I have not found other records of this particular legend, which makes me think that Ramadan has created
it for the purposes of this novel. Although it may not come from a specific tradition or source, the tale’s
parallels to the Fisher King myth are unmistakable; both stories feature ailing rulers and a quest to heal
them. The stories surrounding the Fisher King and fertility gods have contributed largely to a cross-cultural
mythology depicted by James Frazer and Jessie L. Weston, embraced by Eliot and re-deployed by Arab
Tammuzi poets including Badr Shakir al-Sayyab and Adonis. In this way, myths of the fertility gods have
become one of the most significant methods of cross-cultural transmission in modern literature.
13
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element in these thoughts, calling the phrases with which Amna begins and ends the story
an “incantation” (21).
The King of the Atlas Mountains teaches Kimi to participate in monumental time,
and in doing so, ensures her hyper-affiliation with the texts she reads. The story of the
King of the Atlas Mountains is the first tale we see Kimi interact with so intensely that
she is unable to distinguish herself from the characters in the narrative, the storyteller, or
the narrative itself. This characteristic continues when Kimi moves to Dublin, as she is
haunted throughout the city by James Joyce and the screams of Esperanza Wilde giving
birth to Oscar. Her connection to Wilde expands when she takes a room next door to the
house in which he was born: “House Number 17 on Westland Row shares a wall with the
row house in which the gay master of irony, Oscar Wilde, was born, sacrificial lamb to
the Empire and equally its shadiest shadow” (29). While Kimi prefers the literature of
Joyce or Beckett, Wilde remains a spectral figure throughout the novel. As the narrator
makes clear in these lines, Wilde, whether as a political entity, a specific code of conduct
and manners or a particular rubric of literary merit, serves two distinct roles in the
Empire’s narrative. He is both “lamb” and “shadow,” a victim and a threat. One role does
not negate the other, and this dualism disrupts the Empire’s structure more than any
single act could. Kimi sees her own presence, a former colonized subject now at the
center of the Empire, as accomplishing something similar. The stranger who remains a
stranger while professing familiarity with literature and culture disrupts the boundaries
between foreign and domestic. While Tayeb Salih’s Mustafa engages with England by
presenting himself as consistently other—and capitalizing on this other-ness to appeal to
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women and to broadcast his success—the fluid nature of Kimi’s relationship to her new
home destroys this distinction.
In her rented room, Kimi claims the same kind of heterogeneous space that Salma
develops at Swan Cottage. In House Number 17, a “room of one’s own” truly belongs to
one person alone. Kimi does not face the same struggles Salma does to obtain and keep a
space to herself. In fact, not even the reader is allowed completely into this space. In the
chapter, a surprising shift from a first-person narrator to a highly objective third-person
voice coincides with the other boarders’ perspective on Kimi’s activities. After a detailed
description of the house and its layout, we are told: “Here there lived, for an entire and
consecutive four years, an eccentric woman. One who didn’t make overtures to anyone,
nor did they to her. She imprisoned herself in her room” (29). Because the room is offlimits to the boarders and they cannot imagine what happens there, we as readers are also
prohibited entry initially.
At the end of the chapter, this strange narrator tells readers that a light remains on
under the door so that Kimi can write without sharing her work (30). At the moment we
learn no one reads Kimi’s writings, however, the narration shifts to these very writings
for our perusal. The ban on our entry has been lifted. In fact, Kimi writes specifically
about her room, and her writing mediates our experience of the place and its adornments.
For her, the decorations on her walls become “a map of exile” that tell the story of her
non-belonging (31). While others display geographical and political maps on their walls,
Kimi’s ‘map’ includes a poster of James Joyce, books, paintings by Gaugin, and, later,
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Dalí’s Metamorphosis of Narcissus. 14 No map of Egypt’s geographical borders hangs on
her walls, because defining her ‘homeland’ in that way is impossible and painful:
It was a map that took different forms, to reflect affectionate yearning for a
homeland of the imagination. No one could give witness to the existence of such a
place, for it was a nation without territorial correlate, a homeland constantly
remade according to need, its contours changing with the keenness of that longing
. . . Whenever she had found herself having to name it she’d been unnerved,
silenced—if by chance someone asked. At such moments she had found herself
obliged to be it. But how can anyone shoulder such a burden? Perhaps one can do
it only by lying or spinning a yarn. (32)
Unlike Anderson’s formula of imagined community, one brought together by
newspapers, texts and national narratives, Kimi argues that these traditional forms of
narrative are simply methods of defining, of escaping the difficulties of yearning for a
place that cannot be explained in one way, particularly when exile or diaspora becomes
an issue.
As part of the map making up Kimi’s imagined “homeland,” The Metamorphosis
of Narcissus threads through the novel. Narcissus, too, is part of the mythological
narratives with which Kimi grows up, and like the other stories, she associates herself
closely with this tale. She herself is prone to staring in mirrors, trying to understand the
properties and borders of her face, just as Narcissus will stare forever into the water at his
reflection. According to Amna, this tendency contributes to Kimi’s delicate mental state:
“‘Don’t look at your nafs in the mirror so much. A body who stares at its soul in the
mirror is liable to go mad’”(52). In her translation, Booth substitutes one Arabic word,
nafs, for another, ruh. While ruh translates most frequently as “soul” or “spirit” and nafs
14

See Illustration 1 in the Appendix.
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becomes “self” or “same,” the translation points to the overlap between the two words;
both are associated more closely than any English translation allows. For Amna, what
Kimi sees in the mirror is not merely herself as a face, but herself as a ruh, a soul.
Madness develops from staring too long, from starting to doubt the location in which the
soul/self actually resides.
The impact of the Narcissus myth is complicated still further by the specific
image of the character Kimi selects. For her walls, she chooses not a realistic
representation of the myth like Caravaggio’s,15 but Dalí’s surrealist portrayal. While
Caravaggio’s Narcissus gazes into a watery reflection more beautiful than he is, Dalí’s
painting focuses on the figure and denies us access to the reflection. The figure instead is
echoed by a hand holding an egg, distorting the body in a way that makes it appear
inhuman. The Narcissus depicted here, much like the girl Kimi’s family wishes to define,
appears distorted, impossible to delineate and separate from his surroundings. The
reflection of the water is not an accurate resemblance. In fact, for Dalí, the reflection
begins to destroy the human. In a poem he wrote to accompany the painting, he says:
Narcissus,
in his immobility,
absorbed by his reflection with the digestive slowness of carnivorous plants
becomes invisible. (1-4)
Just as Kimi gazes constantly into mirrors, Narcissus gazes at his own reflection and in so
doing, begins to destroy himself.16

See Illustration 2 in the Appendix
In an article on Dali’s work with this particular myth, Rosa Maria Maurell i Constans writes that the
young artist brought the painting with him when he visited Freud in 1938. Freud commented, “Until today I
15
16
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With her strong affinity to the painting, Kimi re-emphasizes the impossibility of
capturing a place or individual through a map or narrative.17 What is reflected will always
be distorted and altered, and what we begin to desire is not the individual that exists but
the reflection. Because Kimi understands herself to be already distorted, the product of
too many languages, too many places, she begins to separate from herself and to assume
other personalities, Amna becomes the first personality that Kimi integrates into her own
as her schizophrenia develops. The name Amna sounds quite close to the Arabic word for
I—ana—and when Kimi becomes Amna, she too is unable to read or write. This person
who is not Kimi contains individuals from fictional stories and real-world experiences;
her narration fractures so that she is sometimes an “I,” sometimes a “she,” even within
the span of a paragraph or two.
Kimi is diagnosed as schizophrenic and her lover in Ireland (a professor of
psychology, ironically enough) checks her into a mental institution for a brief period.
Kristeva notes that the psychological bond between mother and daughter cannot be
broken and replicated the way a boy separates himself from his mother and marries; this
relationship is one of the most prominent characteristics in the unavoidable symbolic
distinction between men and women: “Her eternal debt to the woman-mother . . . make[s]
had tended to think that the surrealists, who would appear to have chosen me as their patron saint, were
completely mad. But this wild-eyed young Spaniard, with his undoubted technical mastery, prompted me to
a different opinion. Indeed, it would be most interesting to explore analytically the growth of a work like
this.” In Leaves of Narcissus, the painting connects Kimi to her lover, a professor of psychoanalysis.
17
In his famous work on the simulacrum, Jean Baudrillard argues that we have entered a moment wherein
“The territory no longer precedes the map, nor survives it. Henceforth, it is the map that precedes the
territory” (169). For Baudrillard, ‘abstractions’ like maps or mirrors no longer reflect the real but exist in
their own rights. As he points to of the most important images in Kimi’s world, his work is a useful way of
understanding the absence of reality, ‘the real’ or any true referent for these images and reflections that
becomes evident throughout Leaves of Narcissus.
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a woman more vulnerable within the symbolic order, more fragile when she suffers
within it, more virulent when she protects herself from it” (29). Because Kimi’s mother is
a distant woman, Kimi substitutes Amna in the woman-mother role and experiences
immense difficulties distinguishing herself from Amna. Rather than labeling her a
pathological or disabled subject, then,18 Kimi’s schizophrenia marks her as an active
participant in different but still valid and potentially challenging modes of time and
relationships.19
If we can see Kimi as representative both of the new monumental literary subject
Kristeva hopes to create and of the Arab modernist figure influenced equally by the
classical past, Western ideas and her own inspiration,20 the price for her expansion and
openness is a heavy one. By pushing the borders of her identity, Kimi begins to question
whether these borders exist at all. Similarly, if one chooses to open the borders of a
tradition or of a feminist movement, what happens if the borders open up too far and
cannot be pulled back again? Should Kimi be read as a cautionary tale for those who
would contest the notion of a bounded, defined identity?
The opening of Ramadan’s novel would have us believe so, as we meet Kimi
during a suicide attempt that she considers a murder: “We struggle. Her: she might be one
of the pair, or perhaps she’s the other one She might transform herself in the familiar
ways she does, to dupe me by becoming both at once. Killer or killed” (7). Wanting to
A perspective that would be offered by reading the text as symptomatic of women’s exclusion from a
male-dominated literary canon. See Gilbert and Gubar.
19
The following paragraph comes from a theory paper I wrote last semester on applying Kristeva’s work to
Leaves of Narcissus entitled “Monumental Tradition: Searching for Feminist Theory in Arab Modernity.”
The questions and topics I pose here were foundational for my work on the Master’s Report.
20
For a longer discussion on this figure, see Adūnīs’ Introduction to Arab Poetics.
18
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kill the other personalities inside her, Kimi risks killing herself, a danger she accepts.
However, Kimi realizes later that there is another way to kill—through writing. Kimi
transitions from a reader into a writer, but she expresses fear about the power a writer can
wield: “If we write people, do they die?” she asks (18). Writing produces something and,
in doing so becomes a form of birth. Writing is also a form of death, because its
permanence fixes the subject in a concrete role.21 Kimi, then, seeks a form of writing that
is impermanent, that involves constant erasure. At the end of the novel, she asks:
What if someone reads these leaves of paper before they’re . . . complete?
Writing is never complete and yet people manage to read it! How can something
be complete unless it dies? This is self-evident. Everything, as long as it is still
alive, must be at some stage. Only when we die are we complete . . . Not being is
more merciful surely. For being demands that we never end . . . never. Being
demands that we erase and return to writing and life once again, a writing and a
life that might be. (111)
In Arabic, the same word—awrāq—is used for both “pages” and “leaves;” the Leaves of
Narcissus, then, become the pages of Narcissus, a title that suggests writing as a form of
self-reflection and constitution. Like Dalí’s Narcissus, though, this reflection is not
whole or complete; that kind of life or reflection is impossible. Kimi realizes in these
final moments that to live is to remain open to constant development—through education,
through travel, through interactions with others. Her realization contradicts the efforts of
nations, literary canons and most individuals to remain bounded, and she aligns herself
instead with the diagonal affiliations proposed by Kristeva.
The Return?
In this way, Kimi takes an slightly different view from Roland Barthes, who maintains in his “Death of
the Author” that writing effectively ends the life of the author so that the reader can later take precedence or
be born. Kimi worries that the people written—potentially including the author—are killed by this process.
21
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While Kristeva’s theory has assisted in highlighting the goals of each novel, her
definition of women’s time as cyclical connotes a pattern of movement. For Kimi and
Salma, however, this pattern does not extend easily into a return trip. The study abroad
trope that this essay has observed in different incarnations through the Faqir and
Ramadan’s work, as well as in Season of Migration to the North, presumes one last piece
to the narrative: the return home. Only once the participant returns home can his or her
family and community understand the study abroad experience as bounded, complete,
and beneficial to their own purposes. When the narrator in Season of Migration to the
North returns to the Sudan, for example, he begins work with new independent
government, although Salih, too, complicates this narrative with Mustafa’s presence. As
with other sections of the study abroad narrative, the endings of both women’s novels
disrupt the notion that the return concludes the period of study in a finalized way. The
cycle here does not merely prescribe a return but also a development of the space to
which the protagonist returns. Having inscribed their movements through one place,
Salma and Kimi must re-think their attachments to their past homes. This re-negotiation
resembles the continuous writing and erasing that Kimi describes, or to the re-reading of
tradition called for by Eliot. Now that more ‘texts’ and places have been added to Kimi
and Salma’s canons, the familiar older texts must be re-thought and re-read.
The difficulty of this project emerges when, upon their returns, both women
encounter texts that have no desire to be re-read or redefined. This resistance becomes
deadly for Salma, who leaves her husband, son, and what seems to be a well-adjusted life
in Britain to search for her daughter. Instead of finding the girl and bringing her back to
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live with her British family, however, Salma learns that her teenage daughter was killed
by her brother. In the novel’s final moment, she, too, is shot and killed by the same
brother.
While Kimi survives the ending of her novel, her return home faces similar
restrictions imposed by old traditions and habits. Her room in Dublin now empty and
devoid of her ‘maps,’ Kimi realizes that her family has essentially frozen her room in
their house, keeping it exactly the same as when she left. “It didn’t occur to me,” she
says, “that if I returned to my father’s home, I’d be made to pretend that I never left”
(58). This room reflects the family’s narrative, not the one that has unfolded in her
decade away. Without a sense of ownership, a means to create her own jigsaw puzzle of
a map, Kimi feels herself “in a purgatory from which no exit can be hoped, not even in
one’s imagination” (59). In their returns home, Kimi and Salma both encounter linear
time, a narrative of honor that never stopped in one case and of a family’s expectations
for quantifiable success in the other. They find this linear time restricting after their foray
into the monumental time of women and literature.
While the linear narrative haunting My Name is Salma goes so far as to eliminate
the character completely, Kimi concludes Leaves of Narcissus determined to continue
writing and, significantly, erasing. Through erasure, no text can ever be finalized or
complete, just as the continued addition of texts ensures that no tradition is ever
definitive. This erasure constantly returns to the beginning, but each beginning
acknowledges what has been erased or changed. The moment of erasure, however, ends
the book; Kimi’s new method of writing will be unreadable to all but her.
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Conclusion
With these problematic endings, Faqir and Ramadan suggest that the work of
developing hybrid literary canons and characters who can carve space for themselves to
write multiplicity rather than a unified narrative is far from over. Arab and Muslim
women still have a long tradition of Western knowledge to contest, as Mernissi outlines
in Scheherazade Goes West. However, the importance of female travelers and feminist
interventions in cross-cultural conversations cannot be overstated. Through their travels
and studies, the protagonists in these novels begin to unsettle definitions of spaces, like
the domestic or the canon of women’s literature, and roles typically assigned to them by
asking questions and reading literatures and histories of different places alongside one
another. In both their formal and informal educations they push at the boundaries
defining a relationship or a field of knowledge so that these entities expand to include
multiple experiences, timelines, and individuals. Through the course of their novels,
Salma and Kimi move from cultivating what Eliot would call the “historical sense” to
transforming that history. They encourage readers to think about concepts generally
considered static—space, university curriculum—as dynamic, politically relevant, and
open to change. As women born in decolonized countries continue to explore these
processes through their literature, their characters’ experiences studying will offer readers
a new way to approach scholarship. By moving beyond Said’s formulation of the
academy as a place that produces hierarchies of power through knowledge, these novels
propose the university as a potential space not for learning a specific canon but for
creating many.
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Appendix

Illustration 1: The Metamorphosis of Narcissus, Salvador Dalí (1937)
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Illustration 2: Narcissus, Caravaggio (1597-1599).
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